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1 Introduction
The Hydrogen Research Group at the University of Turku is currently working on
a magnetic trap for atomic hydrogen. For this magnetic trap it is required to build
sensors for the purpose of diagnostics, as we need to know how much hydrogen gas
we have managed to trap and how well we can retain that gas. For this we are
planning to use bolometers to detect the recombination of atomic hydrogen into
molecules, which releases 4.6 eV per recombination event. At a later point in the
experiments, the bolometers could also be used for spectroscopy of our hydrogen
sample with a planned UV laser system.
Silicon bolometers have the advantage of being extremely sensitive, while be-
ing relatively cheap to construct. With the proper doping concentration, one may
achieve a difference in resistance of three to four orders of magnitude in the measure-
ment range. By changing the size of the sensor, we can adjust the thermal capacity
and therefore the thermal response of our sensor. With a small enough sensor, it
should be possible to detect even a single hydrogen recombination event, or a single
UV photon.
2 Theoretical background
2.1 On the magnetic trap project
For properly designing a sensor for an experiment, it is of course important to
understand the purpose and specifics of the experiment the sensor is meant for. In
this case, the primary purpose of the bolometers is spectroscopy and diagnostics of
spin-polarized atomic hydrogen trapped in the Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap built
by the Hydrogen Research Group at the University of Turku. The magnetic trap was
designed as an octupole system of racetrack coils for radial confinement of hydrogen
atoms, and pinch coils at top and bottom for confinement along the axis of the
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magnet (see fig. 1).
In an Ioffe-Pritchard trap, as originally proposed by David Pritchard in his pub-
lication in 1983 [1], the basic idea is using a multipole (in our case, octupole) magnet
to create a magnetic field that has a local minimum at the center formed by the fields
canceling out at the middle, creating a potential well to capture low-field seeking
hydrogen atoms (denoted H↓ ). It’s worth noting that it’s impossible to create a
field maximum in a current-free space that would instead trap high-field seekers [1].
Figure 1: A picture showing the design of the magnetic trap. Note the racetracks of the
octupole, and the sets of pinch coils at top and bottom.
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The magnetic trap will be used to capture H↓ for experiments, with the pur-
pose of studying the fundamental properties of hydrogen. The experiment is de-
signed after the previous experiments conducted at MIT [2], where Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC) was first observed in atomic hydrogen. The setup in Turku
will also be able to generate BEC of hydrogen, for the first time since the initial
measurements at MIT. The magnetic trap that has been built in Turku will have
approximately 100 times the effective volume of the MIT trap, and as such, we will
be able to work with much larger ensembles of atoms and will be able to probe many
phenomena which were out of reach in the previous experiments by MIT. Working
with low density gas out of thermal equilibrium, we will select ensembles of atoms
with smallest velocities, which will provide optimal conditions for spectroscopy of
H↓ gas.
We shall be performing several measurements for which having proper bolome-
ters is essential for our experiments’ success. These planned measurements will be
briefly outlined below according to the project’s research plan, to give proper context
for the purpose of our bolometer chips.
In our spectroscopical studies of H↓ , we wish to detect the two-photon 1S-2S
transition in H↓ with resolution approaching natural linewidth (NLW ∼ 1.3 Hz).
Natural linewidth has never been observed for atomic hydrogen, and its measure-
ment would help provide data on the lifetime of the metastable 2S state, and help
understand its relaxation mechanisms. Previously major limitations in reaching this
NLW resolution were effects of 2nd order Doppler broadening and short interaction
time of atoms with light. For our trap, we can have atoms moving at velocities
of several centimeters per second, for which these effects should be reduced by at
least two orders of magnitude. A third process that needs to be accounted for is
the photoionization of the atoms with absorption of a third photon. This process
occurs at high light power, and has not been properly studied. As it may affect the
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natural lineshape, it should be studied as a part of this experiment.
Second, we shall measure the 1S-2S resonance frequency shifts caused by in-
teratomic interactions. This measurement will be done for high density gas in the
quantum degenerate regime for both normal gas and BEC. In this area there were
previously discrepancies between experimental results by the MIT group and theory,
which shall be verified and investigated.
The third planned measurement is the optical spectroscopy of hydrogen atoms
near superfluid helium surface. We shall again choose the slowest atoms at veloci-
ties of several centimeters per second, and deliver them onto the superfluid helium
surface. At such low energies, the hydrogen atoms will form gravitational quantum
states above the surface, separated by distance of the order of 1-10 µm. These quan-
tum states have a separation of the order of several hundred Hz, which we should
be able to clearly resolve with the estimated resolution of our optical spectroscopy.
In addition to the gravitational states, there will also be an adsorbed state delo-
calized at around 5 Å above the surface. An interesting question is whether it will
be possible to observe tunneling of hydrogen atoms from the lowest gravitational
quantum state to this adsorbed state. With this experimental setup we can also
measure the adsorption probability of hydrogen atoms onto the helium surface at
ultra-low energies, since the existing data [3, 4] on this do not agree with each other.
Lastly, we shall perform Ramsey spectroscopy with atomic clouds. We can
generate a fairly large cloud of ultra-slow atoms, for which we will implement the
Ramsey technique of separated oscillatory fields for accurate determination of opti-
cal 1S-2S and hyperfine transition frequencies. Typically Ramsey experiments are
performed with beams of atoms subsequently passing two excitation regions, or in a
fountain of atoms. We will use the technique for a very large ensemble of atoms, with
good control of the velocity of the cloud as a whole, providing a very good signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). For both types of spectroscopy, the Ramsey method allows us to
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eliminate many systematic uncertainties, and is therefore the most accurate method
for accurate determination of transition frequencies.
For each of these experiments we shall be using a laser to provide the excitations,
and are planning on using the bolometers as detectors both for simply diagnostics of
our hydrogen gas and the laser system and its functionality, and the spectroscopical
measurements themselves. Therefore it is of utmost importance that we design
and prepare proper bolometers, as they will be essential in ensuring the quality
of our system and measurement results. Since we are aiming on the detection of
single atomic excitations, equivalent in energy to a single UV quantum, we must
attempt to build highly accurate bolometers with a high resistivity dependence on
temperature and a low thermal capacity, so we can notice even extremely small
temperature changes. In addition, as we are working with a magnetic trap, and will
therefore of course have magnetic fields at the location of the bolometer, we should
aim for bolometers that have either none at all or an extremely low dependence
of resistivity on magnetic field. We will not be working at high fields, as per the
specifications of the trap we would not expect to have fields in excess of 1 T, but
any potential error source should still be eliminated if possible.
2.2 Detection of atomic hydrogen
While hydrogen as the most simple atom is of course a cornerstone of fundamental
physics for testing theories in very simple systems, actually detecting atomic hydro-
gen can be quite difficult, since hydrogen atoms are of course extremely small in
both size and mass, electrically neutral, and their interatomic interactions are very
weak.
Detection methods for atomic hydrogen can be roughly categorized into two
categories: destructive and non-destructive methods, depending simply on whether
the method of detection will destroy the sample. As an example of a destructive
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measurement, Silvera and Walraven suspended a carbon bolometer chip covered by
a 4He layer in a sample cell filled with atomic hydrogen [5, pp. 196-197]. They then
set a current through the bolometer to boil off the 4He layer, which allowed the
H↓ atoms to condense on the bolometer surface and recombine at a rate defined by
the time constant τ ' 4V
vA
, where V is the sample cell volume, v is the average atomic
velocity, and A is the bolometer surface area. This is quite a common technique,
widely used in a multitude of experiments (e.g. [6, 7]).
This method actually gives us two basic modes of operation for our bolome-
ter, one where it’s covered by the helium film and very few recombination events
take place, and one where the helium film has been evaporated, triggering a rapid
recombination of the entire hydrogen sample. Technically speaking, we can also
define a third mode of operation where we overheat the bolometer, but not enough
to evaporate the helium film. In this mode the slightly heated bolometer will in-
teract with the hydrogen gas, which will slightly cool it. This can be used as a
non-destructive method of hydrogen detection, as it’s quite easy to see the differ-
ence when the bolometer is being cooled by the hydrogen gas as opposed to vacuum,
where practically the only source of cooling would be along the wires the bolometer
is connected to.
With a sensitive enough bolometer it is possible to measure quite accurately
the number of recombination events, since the recombination energy is known. This
method can be used to measure the number of H↓ atoms that was in the sample
cell, albeit the sample is of course completely destroyed via the recombination. For
our experiments, this is the first diagnostic method we will be using to see whether
the H↓ samples we create are indeed properly trapped, and how large samples and
densities we can create.
Two good examples of detection via non-destructive methods would be detec-
tion via optical spectroscopy and magnetic resonance. The difficulty with optical
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spectroscopy of hydrogen is the very short wave-lengths needed for transitioning
between the available electron states. For example the Lyman-α transition from 1S
to 2P is at 121.567 nm, which is situated in the vacuum ultraviolet range, requiring
quite expensive and complex laser sources and optics to be set up to allow such
measurements. Direct Lyman-α spectroscopy for hydrogen has of course been per-
formed [8], but another often used method is using two-photon spectroscopy, where
two photons rather than one are used for excitation. This allows for using lower
energies for single photons than with single photon excitations [9].
Since hydrogen has electron and nuclear spins, both ESR [10] and NMR [11]
methods are available for experiments on atomic hydrogen. While these are not used
as a direct measurement methods, they are immensely useful for the manipulation
of atomic hydrogen in the form of RF induced cooling. Hydrogen in it’s ground state
has four hyperfine states (see fig. 2), two of which (a and b) are high field seeking
states and the other two (c and d) are low-field seekers. At low magnetic fields only
the doubly polarized d state has a positive energy slope, meaning that with low
fields, it is the only state which is trapped by a magnetic field minimum. With RF
cooling, we can use ESR and NMR to change the trapped atoms out of the d state,
which causes them to be ejected from the trap. The basic idea of RF cooling is
that by selectively flipping the states of the higher energy atoms in the trap, we can
gradually remove all of the high energy atoms, leaving only the lowest energy (and
therefore temperature) atoms [12]. This technique is essential for reaching BEC in
atomic hydrogen.
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Figure 2: Hyperfine splitting of hydrogen energy states in magnetic field [13]
2.3 Variable range hopping
Since we are working with doped Si bolometers, it’s quite important to understand
the main processes dictating the behaviour of a doped semiconductor at cold tem-
peratures. For impure semiconductors, Variable Range Hopping (VRH) is the main
theory describing their low temperature conductive properties. VRH was initially
formalised by N.F. Mott [14, 15] as a theory to describe amorphous semiconductors.
In this text we will give a brief, qualitative introduction of the processes will be
given on VRH theory, and relevant formulae used for depicting the low-temperature
behaviour of doped Si. For the more mathematically inclined and interested readers,
a more complete description may be found in literature, for example: [15–17].
The basic idea behind VRH is that charge carriers in the bulk may be thermally
excited to higher energy levels, which allows for them to hop to a lower energy state
at a different site in the lattice. The conductivity is essentially dependent on the
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density of impurities in the lattice, as it is mostly the impurities that generate the
free states for the carriers to hop to. The available excitation range, and as a result
the hopping range, is of course given by a statistical distribution, which itself is a
function of temperature.
On the other hand, the larger picture of macroscopic conductivity (and therefore
resistivity) can be understood as a kind of percolation system, where carriers can
hop between lattice sites within a temperature-dependent hopping range, forming
paths through the entire lattice for charge to flow through. As temperature changes,
some of these paths may close and others open. Since the impurities and therefore
free states to hop to are essentially randomly distributed in the lattice, it’s a very
good example of a classic site percolation system. Percolation theory can be used
to accurately model and study the process [18], which will indeed lead to the same
results as Mott’s original formulation.
Figure 3: Illustration of the hopping process [15]
Now that an intuitive idea of how VRH functions has been established, math-
ematically speaking in VRH the general form of resistivity can be presented as:
ρ = ρ0e
(T0/T )β (1)
In Mott’s original model we have β = 1
4
[14], but it has afterwards been shown
that especially at low temperatures, a model using β = 1
2
is more accurate [19],
especially at low temperatures. These regimes where β is 1
4
and 1
2
are called the
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Mott and Efros-Shlovskii regimes, respectively, and the transition between the two
has also been investigated, and a universal (albeit much more complex) form has
been found [20].
An example of experimental results showing that this theory properly describes
conductivity in semiconductors can for example be found in Mott’s paper [15], where
measurements of vanadium oxide VOx are presented. They noted that with x < 1,
VOx seems to have metallic behaviour, while for x > 1 semiconductor-like behaviour
of the resistance as described by eq. (1) could be observed. As can clearly be seen
from fig. 4, VOx > 1 is properly described by eq. (1) using β = 1
4
in the measured
temperature range T−1/4 ∈ [0.23, 0.7], which is roughly equivalent to a measurement
range from room temperature at around 300 K to liquid helium temperature at 4.2
K. It’s worth noting that at this high of a temperature we wouldn’t yet expect to
see a transition to the Efros-Shlovskii β = 1
2
dependence.
For our purposes, we can simply fit a piece-wise function for our bolometer
calibration if we see that a simple fit with a constant β value will not work, so
the universal form is not strictly necessary for our purpose. Whether we need to
account for this change in regime will be apparent from our calibration curves when
we attempt calibration at sub-kelvin temperatures.
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Figure 4: Measured resistivity of VOx as function of T
−1/4 [15], showing temperature
behaviour ln ρ ∝ T−1/4, as predicted by Mott.
2.4 Motivation for choosing silicon bolometers
There are already ready methods to create bolometers, whether from carbon [21],
Aquadag [22], silicon [23] or a number of other materials. In a sense, practically any
material with a high dR/dT is suitable as a material for bolometers. With already-
established methods and materials to build bolometers, why are we so interested in
going through the effort of finding a suitable material, design and building method
for a new bolometer, rather than simply relying on the results of previous efforts?
Truth is that the previous methods are either quite difficult or expensive, or
the end result is sub-optimal in one way or another. While previous experiments
showed that silicon bolometers can be very accurate and can be well characterised
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with respect to their doping concentrations [23], the work and resources put into their
work are far more than most smaller research teams would have available. Therefore
we wish to find out whether we can use cheap, commercially made silicon wafers and
easily accessible, affordable tools and methods to build bolometers of comparable
levels of accuracy and precision to the ones built by Adami et al [23]. Should we find
it possible to use simple commercial wafers for building well characterized, stable
and consistent bolometers, this could enable researchers to relatively cheaply design
and produce high quality bolometers for different temperature ranges.
We will now briefly discuss different types of bolometers, comparing their speci-
fications, advantages and disadvantages to shed further light on the reason we chose
to undertake this research, and why silicon specifically was chosen.
2.4.1 Aquadag bolometers
In the past, Aquadag bolometers were widely used for experiments with atomic hy-
drogen [22, 24], in a similar manner to our currently planned experiments. Aquadag
as a material is a water-based colloidal graphite coating, where the graphite particles
are approximately 1 µm in diameter. These bolometers have the advantage of being
relatively easy to make and have a very steep resistivity slope at low temperatures
(see figs. 21 and 23 in section section 3.5), but they have the distinct disadvantage
of being highly inconsistent and unstable.
Likely the greatest upside of using Aquadag bolometers is the extremely simple,
albeit tedious construction process. Aquadag bolometers are made simply by paint-
ing a substrate surface with Aquadag, letting it dry, and repeating until a thin (2-20
µm) layer has been formed. The room-temperature resistivity of the layer was then
measured to see whether it indicates proper low-temperature behaviour. After this,
the bolometer needs to be cooled to below 1 K in order to verify that its resistance
falls into the range of 10-100 kΩ in the desired temperature range of 100-200 mK.
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Often this is not the case, and the device must be discarded and the process begun
again from the beginning.
The surface formed is essentially layered carbon flakes sticking to each other.
This for the most parts explains the inconsistency of the properties of these bolome-
ters, as well as their mechanical instability. The fact that the conductive carbon
layer is comprised of flakes means the layer is very porous, and that the surface area
connecting each of the flakes to the next one is quite small. The porousness means
that it’s difficult to predict the exact resistance simply by thickness of the layer,
which leads to the previously mentioned tedious process of having to continuously
measure the resistivity of the bolometer and hoping that proper low-temperature
behaviour follows.
Another downside of a flaky structure is that even small vibrations may easily
damage the structure, changing the bolometer’s properties enough to require recal-
ibration. This was to the extent that if someone accidentally bumped the cryostat,
this may have ruined the calibration. The small contact area also leads to poor
thermal conductivity, and the bolometers had quite a high specific heat.
For carbon resistors, it turns out they actually obey the same eq. (1) as used
in VRH theory to describe low-temperature resistivity [24]. We can indeed see from
calibrations done by Hydrogen Research Group (see fig. 21 in section section 3.5),
that the temperature dependence seems to be very similar for Aquadag bolometers
as for the germanium chips, which are very classical semiconductor materials covered
by VRH theory.
Additionally, it was discovered that Aquadag bolometers have a noticeable neg-
ative magnetoresistivity (see fig. 5), meaning the resistivity is also dependent on
magnetic field, which would be problematic for our experiment, where the magne-
toresistivity should be negligible at least up to 1 T, which is the maximum field for
our trap.
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Figure 5: Aquadag resistance with and without 8 T magnetic field [24]
2.4.2 Transition-edge sensors
Transition-edge sensors are based on the simple fact that superconducting materials
have a very steep change of resistivity from a finite value to zero at their material-
specific transition temperature (see fig. 6) [25]. Transition-edge sensors are extremely
sensitive in their temperature range, albeit as a result of the rapid transition their
operational range is also quite limited. Transition-edge sensors have a very good
time resolution, which is part of the reason for their relative popularity in the field
of particle physics, where time resolution can be of great importance.
Transition-edge sensors are a well developed invention, and are extremely ac-
curate in their operational range. They have been used in a multitude of projects
ranging from the LHC at Cern [26] to measurements of the cosmic microwave back-
ground [27]. However, for our project they are not an optimal choice of sensor for
several reasons. First, the operational range of a transition edge sensor is simply too
narrow for our experiments, as any large amount of recombinations would simply
overheat the sensor out of operational range. Also, it’s well known that an exter-
nal magnetic field will cause broadening of the superconductor transition and will
shift the transition temperature, meaning transition-edge sensors cannot be used
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in the presence of a magnetic field, rendering them unusable in our magnetic trap
experiments. SQUID amplifiers usually paired with transition-edge sensors are also
inoperable in magnetic field. Finally, due to their narrow operational range, we
cannot utilize multiple measurement modes (see section 2.2) unlike with sensors not
based on superconductors.
Figure 6: Measured resistance curve around transition temperature for a titanium film
transition-edge sensor [28]
2.4.3 Ruthenium oxide chips
As was said before, basically any material with a strong dependence of resistivity
on temperature at our preferred temperature range can function as a bolometer.
A good comparison readily available at the laboratory were commercial ruthenium
oxide chips, which have been calibrated for low temperatures. There’s nothing all
that special about these chips, they have often been used as temperature sensors in
experiments by the Hydrogen Group over a long time, and have been deemed quite
stable, without need to recalibrate practically ever.
Ruthenium oxide resistors are essentially thick RuO2 films on top of a substrate,
and can be purchased from different manufacturers around the world as ready-made
and calibrated chips. In addition to purchasing ready chips, there is the possibility of
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using commercial RuO2 paste, which contains small RuO2 grains, to manufacture
our own thick film resistors. This process is described for example in [29], and
consists of first depositing the paste onto an alumina (Al2O3) substrate, then drying
it at 150 ◦C and finally heating it to 850 ◦C for 10 minutes. While manufacturing
these films by hand will likely lead to less consistency, it does allow for free choice
of geometry and size, unlike with commercial ready-made chips.
The conductivity mechanism in RuO2 is not well known. There have been at-
tempts to describe its low-temperature conductive properties through both VRH
theory and theories specifically generated for thick film resistors, but no single the-
ory has been found that would properly describe the low temperature resistivity of
ruthenium oxide [29, 30], despite VRH theory giving a decent estimation except at
very low temperatures, as an example we can see from fig. 7 that down to approx-
imately 100 mK the resistor follows Mott regime VRH behaviour quite nicely, but
deviates at lower temperatures.
While ruthenium oxide has been found to have a relatively low magnetoresis-
tance above 100 mK, when going below 100 mK the magnetoresistivity suddenly
increases rapidly [31]. This is, once again, enough reason for us to decide against
using RuO resistors as bolometers for our experiment, despite their apparent ease
of use and low price.
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Figure 7: R(T−1/4) for two Dale Electronics 1 kΩ resistors, • and x denoting the two
sets of measurements. [32]
The main advantage for this type of chips is their extremely low price and the
fact that they can be easily bought in bulk with a ready calibration, or custom-
made at the laboratory with paste if need be. However, manufacturing such chips
at the laboratory is no longer as easy due to requiring an alumina substrate and a
high-temperature oven. Additionally, it turns out we can build far more sensitive
bolometers from semiconductor materials (see section 3.5).
2.4.4 Semiconductor based bolometers
Doped silicon bolometers have been used quite widely, and there’s ample research on
using them as both thermometers and bolometers [23, 33, 34]. The process defining
conduction in semiconductors at low temperatures is of course the Variable Hopping
Range theory, as per eq. (1). Here we shall present three materials that have been
proven to be good candidates for low temperature bolometers: Silicon, germanium
and gallium arsenide (GaAs).
Gallium Arsenide has been shown to have a rather nice VRH behaviour at low
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temperatures [35], but it is ill suited for our purposes due to its magnetoresistive
properties [36].
Germanium can be used as an excellent thermometer at low temperatures.
Vadim F. Mitim and his company ”Microsensor” (Kiev, Ukraine) have produced
a lot of germanium chips meant for low temperature applications. Specifically,
they manufactured resistance thermometers based on Ge films deposited on a GaAs
substrate via evaporation. This leads to an interesting Ge-GaAs heterostructure,
where the Ga and As atoms can diffuse from the substrate to the Ge film, changing
its electrical properties [37]. By controlling the parameters of the deposition process
and via different chemical and physical treatments they were able to control the
process and determine the electrical properties of the Ge films. Within the film, Ga
atom defects function as acceptors, while As atoms act as donors, leading to both
doping and compensation in the Ge film.
These germanium film sensors were relatively reproducible (see fig. 8), and they
were quite stable, requiring only slight recalibration over several years (see fig. 9). In
addition, the germanium chips actually have a rather nice and steep dR/dT at low
temperatures, as can be seen from fig. 8. The main downside, once again, is that it
has been well documented that germanium also has quite a strong magnetoresistivity
effect, rendering it unsuitable for our magnetic trap applications [37, 38].
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Figure 8: R(T ) graphs for two thermometer models (TTR-G and TTR-D) manufactured
by Mitin at Microsensor from a single batch of wafers [37].
Figure 9: Graph showing the stability of TTR-G germanium thermometers over a 2.6
year time period [37]
Lately silicon bolometers have been gathering more and more interest in the sci-
entific field, with a lot of potential applications in various applications from phonon
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detection [39] to infrared detectors [40] and astronomy [23]. Silicon as a material is
relatively cheap and methods for its processing are well developed and widespread,
so acquisition of silicon is relatively easy and cheap, depending of course on the
exact specifications of silicon needed. Additionally, silicon is only very weakly mag-
netoresistive at low fields [41], albeit as this can be highly dependent on dopants
chosen and doping concentration, it should be experimentally verified.
There has been some very nice research by Adami et al [23] into characterization
of the VRH behaviour of doped silicon with different doping concentrations. The
samples used in their research were phosphorus-doped silicon with boron used as a
compensator, likely to fine-tune the resistivity. The process of manufacturing these
chips is described in another paper [42]. They used ion implantation for doping the
silicon samples, which allows for good control of the doping concentration.
The chips produced by Adami et al [23] were characterised according to their
resistance values at 100 mK and their T0 parameter as defined in eq. (1), which
tells us about the proper temperature range for such sensors can be used in, since
T0 defines the temperature dependence. Full table of their characterised chips can
be seen in fig. 10. It’s worth noting, that as ion implantation was used for doping,
as a result the doped conductive layer is quite thin, leading to relatively high total
resistances. For our project we are mostly looking at commercially produced wafers
where the entire bulk is doped, which allows for lower total resistivity, making
measurements easier.
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Figure 10: Chips tested by Adami et al. Chips with four different P doping concen-
trations Nd were tested and their T0 parameter is shown as function of B compensation
concnetration Na. Resistances of chips at 100 mK are shown in the graph. [23]
Doped semiconductor samples can be manufactured with a variety of methods.
Some of the more commonly used ones are the Czochralski method and Floating
Zone methods. These two methods shall not be described here in detail except for
the fact that due to being processed in vacuum, floating zone method generally
produces crystals with fewer impurities [43]. Most doped silicon wafers available
commercially will be prepared using one of these two methods. However, another
option specifically for silicon would be neutron transmutation, based on the reaction
30Si(n, γ)31Si →31 P + β− [44]. Another possibility is ion implantation as used by
Adami et al [23, 42], where dopant atoms are directly implanted into the silicon by
simply accelerating dopant ions into the target. This method of course cannot be
used to dope thick targets, but will instead result in a layer of doped silicon on top
of an undoped bulk. After ion implantation, thermal annealing is required to repair
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damage caused by the accelerated ions [42].
With neutron transmutation according to the 30Si(n, γ)31Si→31 P+β− reaction
mentioned previously, one can use non-doped wafers prepared by other methods (e.g.
floating zone), and by placing the crystals into a neutron reactor, it is possible to use
neutron radiation to introduce phosphorus dopants to the crystal lattice in an ex-
tremely homogeneous manner and with a very accurately controllable dosage. This
can be seen for example in the fact that with neutron transmutation, it is possible
to reach resistivity fluctuations of approximately ±3%, with a ±7% resistivity toler-
ance level, far better than other doping methods [44]. The downsides to this method
are of course quite obvious: Due to the secondary reaction 31P(n, γ)32P→31 S + β−
resulting in radioactivity of the sample with a half-life of approximately two weeks
[44], silicon wafers produced in this manner must be allowed to decay to safe limits
of activity before use. Additionally, since this method of course requires the use of
a special neutron source, the availability of this method is relatively limited.
Silicon was deemed an optimal candidate material for our bolometer chips,
because it is relatively cheap, it has been widely studied, and wafers of different
doping concentrations are readily available for easy testing. In addition, their mag-
netoresistivity below 1 T fields is quite low, which is extremely important for our
measurement accuracy. Bolometers made of silicon can also be expected to be far
more stable and less prone to damage than for example the Aquadag bolometers
used in previous experiments. Additionally, the work done by Adami et al [23] gives
an excellent starting point to allow us to narrow down the resistivity and doping
concentration range we should test for proper VRH behaviour.
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3 Experimental work
3.1 Background
As there is no perfect theory to accurately predict the temperature at which vari-
able range hopping becomes the dominant process determining resistivity, we began
looking for suitable materials from commercial doped silicon manufacturers, by sim-
ply buying wafers of various doping concentrations and experimentally measuring
their resistivity behaviour at low temperature. Manufacturers in general do not give
the exact doping concentrations for their wafers, but rather characterize them by
their room-temperature resistivities. Most manufacturers use Boron or some other
acceptor dopant to fine-tune the resistivities of their wafers. This is slightly prob-
lematic, since as we know from the work of Adami et al [23], the VRH behaviour is
dependent on both the donor and acceptor dopant densities, thus making an accu-
rate prediction of the low-temperature behaviour from only the room-temperature
resistivity is quite difficult. However, room-temperature resistivity is still a decent
indicator of at least the magnitude of doping, and serves as an approximate indicator
for classifying low-temperature behaviour.
As we are mainly interested in bolometers operating at temperatures below
1 K, we must finally check the samples in a dilution refrigerator to properly test
whether a sample is good for building bolometers. However, as testing samples in
a dilution refrigerator is quite slow and difficult, we started with measurements at
higher temperatures and tried to pinpoint a proper room-temperature resistivity
range where we could look for suitable sub-kelvin bolometer materials.
For this purpose, we cut out small rectangular pieces from the acquired com-
mercial silicon wafers, and placed them in a Physical Property Measurement System
(PPMS) to measure the resistance of the sample as a function of temperature. While
the PPMS can only go down to a temperature of two kelvin, this should be enough
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to predict whether the samples would be likely to have a large dR/dT in the des-
ignated temperature range below one kelvin. Further tests for promising samples
were conducted in a dilution refrigerator to measure their behaviour at lower tem-
peratures.
3.2 Sample tests with PPMS
The resistance of our sample is measured via a four-wire DC measurement. The
silicon chips were glued onto a PPMS insert, first using two-sided tape, but due
to occasional detaching from the tape during measurement, the samples were later
glued to the insert with varnish instead. The four contacts were made via wire
bonding, using a 30 micrometer thick aluminium wire (See fig. 11). Current was
applied to the sample using a Keithley 2614B source meter, and the voltage was
measured using an Agilent 34420A volt meter.
For each set of measured samples we also captured a picture to approximate
the geometry of the silicon sample, so we could calculate the geometrical factor
to convert measured resistance to resistivity. This measurement was simply done
using an image editing program to measure the widths and lengths of the samples
in pixels and comparing them to the 13.5 mm× 11.5 mm sample holder area. It was
not necessary to measure the thickness in this way, since the wafer thickness was
simply given by the manufacturer.
While inaccurate cleaving of our samples usually results in slightly trapezoid-
shaped samples, for this measurement we simply assumed the samples to be roughly
rectangular. This is a relatively harmless assumption, as the error is relatively small
(See appendix section A for derivation and error estimation). It should also be
noted that these PPMS measurements are meant merely for narrowing down our
selection of test samples in our search for the proper doping parameters for a sub-
kelvin silicon bolometer, so a small measurement error is acceptable. This problem
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could of course be solved by using a dicing saw that could cut silicon wafers cleanly,
but such a device was not readily available for these measurements.
Figure 11: Picture of the PPMS insert with two samples glued on with varnish.
For a rectangular sample, the resistance R assuming homogeneous resistivity ρ
can be simply calculated as
R = ρ · L
A
, (2)
where A is the cross-sectional area and L is the length of the measured piece. Length
in our case as shown in fig. 11 is determined as the distance between the two inner
voltage probes.
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Figure 12: IV-curves showing no anomalous effects (a) and saturation towards high
measurement current due to excess heating (b)
For each sample to be measured, the PPMS was given a set of temperatures
where the resistance should be measured, and for each of these points the temper-
ature was stabilized, after which the current source and the voltmeter were used to
measure a current-voltage (IV) curve of the sample (see fig. 12a). To each IV-curve
we can fit a linear function, and from the slope of said function we can extract the
resistance of the sample. In addition, we can use the IV-curves to see whether there
are any anomalous effects, especially heating induced by too high measurement cur-
rent, which would show as curving of the IV-curve as the resistivity of the sample
would change with heating (see fig. 12b). If the IV-curve indicates overheating, we
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decreased the measurement currents and only use the region where the IV-curve
is linear for fitting. Once the resistance has been measured, we can use the mea-
sured dimensions of the sample to convert resistance to resistivity, which is easier
to compare between different samples.
Once the samples are sufficiently tested in the PPMS and we have found the
wafers with promising VRH characteristics above 2 kelvin, they will be further
tested at sub-kelvin temperatures to measure the exact temperature dependence in
the operational range of our experiments.
3.3 Results for temperatures above 1 K
Over the summer of 2020, 13 silicon samples from four different commercial sources
were tested with PPMS. Out of the 13 samples, four showed clear VRH behaviour
under 10 K. See fig. 13 for the full list with the parameters of the wafers as given by
the manufacturer, as well as the experimental values of resistivity at room temper-
ature as measured with the PPMS. While room-temperature resistivity by itself of
course isn’t very interesting to us, it can be considered a decent indicator of the dop-
ing concentration of the sample, which in turn dictates the low-temperature VRH
behaviour of the sample and could possibly therefore be used to at least approxi-
mately predict the low-temperature behaviour of the sample. It’s worth noting that
the sample wafers were not ordered at the same time, but rather as our experiments
helped us slowly narrow down the proper resistivity range, we bought additional
wafers within the range until a proper material could be found.
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Figure 13: List of wafers. Note that R refers to the (room-temperature) resistivity
given by the manufacturer, while Exp R refers to experimental data measured with the
PPMS. Samples marked in bold showed VRH behaviour. ID column refers to laboratory
internal sample identification numbers. In the process column, CZ refers to the Chochralski
method and FZ refers to Floating Zone method. Manufacturing companies: University
Wafer, Siegert Wafer, Sil’tronix Wafer, EL-CAT Inc.
For each sample the resistance was measured directly by PPMS and via IV-
curves between 2 and 300 kelvin at set points, and then using eq. (2) to calculate
the resistivities at each point according to the geometry of each sample. It’s worth
noting, that in multiple cases the measured resistivity differed significantly from the
values reported by the manufacturer. Using the measured resistances and sample
dimensions we can plot the resistivity of our samples as a function of temperature.
The most interesting resistivity plots can be found below.
In the graphs we have plotted the results from PPMS while ramping up and
down temperature (Increasing T and Decreasing T, respectively), where resistance
was measured at each temperature point using maximum excitation current, and the
data calculated from the IV-curves, which should in general be considered the most
accurate of the three graphs due to countering some of the heating effects at lower
temperatures, as can be seen from fig. 15, for example. At lower temperatures both
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of the direct PPMS measurement curves saturate due to heating effects from the high
resistivity and the high excitation current. The IV-measurements don’t have this
problem, as we can remove the high power heating effects from high measurement
current by only choosing the low-current points for our resistance fit, where the
IV-graph is linear. Of course, the IV sweep must be done slowly enough that the
sample can cool down between measured points to prevent the heating effect from
affecting the results, but since in our case each sweep took more than 30 seconds,
there should’ve been ample time for the sample to thermalize between points.
Figure 14: Resistivity curves for sample 27, showing metallic behaviour. Some weird,
likely erroneous measurement points were acquired during the cooling process around 10
K.
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Figure 15: Resistivity curves for sample 24, showing VRH behaviour. At lower temper-
atures strong overheating can be seen in all but the IV-measurement curve.
Figure 16: Resistivity curves for sample 22.
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Figure 17: Sample 19 magnetoresistivity measurements, measurement with zero field
shown in red, measurement in 1 T field in blue.
In the figs. 14 to 17 above, we have the different general types of behaviour
we saw from our samples. In fig. 14 we can see an example of a sample that stays
metallic even at lower temperature, with the resistivity continuously decreasing with
decreasing temperature. At low temperatures we see some saturation, which can
either be some minimum resistivity dictated by the conduction process, or it might
be explained by bad contacts. There is no indication of a rise in resistivity as
predicted by the VRH theory. This kind of samples can be dismissed from being
potential bolometer material, as they are unlikely to show proper VRH behaviour
even below 1 kelvin. When taking into consideration the VRH theory, this implies
that the dopant concentration for these samples is too high.
On the other hand, figs. 15 and 17 show proper VRH behaviour and show a
nice exponential increase in resistivity as the temperature drops. Unfortunately,
with these two samples the temperature at which the resistivity starts showing a
steep increase is far too high, above 10 K for sample 19 and between 3 and 6
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kelvin for sample 24. This would lead to a resistivity of ρ > 106 Ωcm at sub-kelvin
temperatures, which would be very difficult to accurately measure with any realistic
excitation levels. The absolute maximum resistance for a chip at our experiment
temperature should be at around a megaohm, much higher resistances would make
measurement very difficult. Therefore we need a sample where the VRH behaviour
starts at a lower temperature. When taking into consideration VRH theory, this
implies that the dopant concentration for these samples is just slightly too low.
In addition to the previously discussed samples, samples 28 and 29 showed
VRH-like behaviour, and although for sample 29 the resistivity once again began
increasing at too high a temperature, sample 28 only began increasing its resistivity
at temperatures below 10 K, and even at 2 K its resistivity was still fairly low,
indicating the possibility of having the correct resistivity range below 1 K (see
fig. 18). Sample 28 will be discussed further in sections sections 3.4 and 3.5, as
it showed the most promising behaviour for our practical applications of all the
samples.
Figure 18: PPMS results for sample 28
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As a special case we can look at fig. 16, where we had a strange increase in
resistivity around 100 K, followed by a slow decline as the temperature dropped
further. This behaviour was not seen in any other samples, and it is difficult to
accurately judge the reason behind this effect, but one possibility is that this sample
is just barely between metallic and VRH behaviour. Despite the slow decline down
to two kelvin, it might be possible for the resistance to rise sharply below 1 kelvin,
so it should be one of the samples tested in a dilution refrigerator. Whether or not
the sample is a good bolometer, it might provide interesting data.
Since we have both samples with too high and too low dopant concentrations,
we can guess that the correct doping concentration should be somewhere in between.
As we can assume the dopant concentration is proportional to the room temperature
resistivity, we can guess that for the proper doping concentration, our room temper-
ature resistivity should be slightly over 0.01 Ωcm, as per fig. 13. As was already said,
since wafer manufacturers often add acceptor dopants to fine-tune the resistivity of
their wafers and do not disclose the accurate dopant densities, we cannot accurately
find an exact resistivity limit as the acceptor atoms make the situation slightly more
complicated. It can indeed be seen from our list of samples (fig. 13) that resistivity
alone is not a sufficient indicator of low-temperature behaviour, since although most
samples where the room-temperature resistivity was above 0.01 Ωcm showed VRH
behaviour, samples 22 and 26 did not, despite being well within the range.
Two factors we thought might have an effect on the resistivity were crystal ori-
entation and magnetic field. Tests revealed that magnetic field had no visible effect
on the resistivity curve, as shown by fig. 17. As for crystal orientation, tests we’ve
tried to run have thus far been inconclusive, as we have seen differences in the low-
temperature behaviour of samples taken from the same wafer, but said differences
could not be reliably pinned on crystal orientation rather than measurement errors.
Further tests on this issue should be conducted to clarify.
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3.4 Sample tests below 1 K
After the PPMS measurements, samples 22 and 28 were chosen as proper for mea-
surement in a dilution refrigerator. For dilution refrigerator a special sample holder
was constructed from standard printed circuit board (see fig. 19a), to which the
silicon samples could be attached by pressing them to the sample holder with small
copper pins (see fig. 19b). Both the sample holder and the pins were insulated using
kapton tape, so as to not form any extra electric contacts to the silicon samples.
We used four-wire measurement just like with PPMS, and the sample holder had
pads we could wire bond contacts to the sample from (see figs. 19a and 19b). IV
curves were measured with a Keithley 2410 sourcemeter, and sample resistance was
extracted from a linear fit to these IV curves, just like with PPMS measurements.
(a) (b)
Figure 19: Sample holder in the dilution refrigerator (a) and attached silicon sample (b)
Unfortunately due to technical difficulties, only data for sample 28 could be
properly measured. The probable reason for these technical difficulties were bad
contacts to the sample. Fortunately though, sample 28 (fig. 20) shows excellent
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behaviour, with a very large slope below 1 kelvin temperatures. There were some
excess heating effects which caused saturation of the resistance curve at lower tem-
peratures, but the measurement was enough to establish that the sample 28 is an
excellent candidate for building sub-kelvin bolometer chips, which will likely be
very sensitive in our preferred range. The excess heating is due to self-heating of
the samples at low temperatures. The reason for this self-heating can vary, as it can
be caused current loops, mains pick-up, leakage of RF-radiation via cryostat wiring
or radiative heating. This self-heating is independent of the excitation used to mea-
sure the sample, and therefore we can verify that this effect is due to self-heating
by lowering the excitation power, and seeing that it has no effect on the saturation
of the curve. The most likely reason for the self-heating detected in our experiment
is RF pick-up through the wiring of the cryostat, as the cryostat used has a lot of
old, improperly done wiring.
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Figure 20: Resistivity of sample 28 in dilution fridge. Different colours refer to separate
measurement sets, with teal triangles going to high temperatures being PPMS data.
One surprising feature of the resistance curve was the sudden bend at around 1
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kelvin, which is clearly visible on the graph and was repeatable over several different
measurements. Reason for this behaviour is unknown, since albeit we could at some
temperature see the shift from the Mott VRH regime to the Efros-Shlivskii regime,
this should be marked by an increase in the steepness of the slope, rather than the
decrease we clearly see on the graph. One explanation could be some error in the
measurement system that somehow messed up the dilution refrigerator calibration
below 1 kelvin, albeit thus far no such error has been found. This kink in the
behaviour of this sample should be investigated further once the excess heating
problem has been resolved.
3.5 Sensitivity comparison
To quantitatively inspect the quality of potential silicon bolometer, we will compare
the sensitivity of our silicon sample 28 to previously used thermometers. In order to
do this, we will plot the logarithmic derivatives dR/dT
R
(or dρ/dT
ρ
) of the sample 28,
a high quality Aquadag bolometer previously used for experiments, and two ther-
mometer chips, a doped germanium chip produced by Vadim Mitin at Microsensor
and a RIVAC RuO2 chip, both calibrated previously by the Hydrogen Research
Group. The logarithmic derivative of resistance and resistivity can be used to prop-
erly characterize the relative sensitivity of a sensor as a function of temperature,
and allows us to directly compare the performance of these sensors as bolometers.
Using a logarithmic derivative will also allow for comparing resistance and resistivity
directly, which is quite helpful, as for the older chips resistivity is not known.
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Figure 21: Calibration curves and functions for Aquadag bolometers and the RuO2 and
germanium thermometer chips previously used by Hydrogen Research Group.
To plot the logarithmic derivatives, we need to create calibration functions
so we can analytically calculate the derivative functions. For the existing sensors,
the germanium and Aquadag sensors can be fitted with a VRH curve as given
by eq. (1) using β = 1
4
. For the RuO2 chip we simply used a polynomial fit:
R(T ) = a0 + a1T + a2T
2 + a3T
3 + a4T
4 (see fig. 21). Sample 28 is slightly more
difficult, since the kink at around 1 K means a regular fit to eq. (1) is not sufficient.
However, we can take the parts which are (almost) linear in a log-log plot, and
individually plot to these data points two VRH functions, one before and one after
the kink. For these fits we only include the points which are relatively linear on
the log-log plot (see fig. 22). We will end up with two calibration curves, one for
T < 1 K and one for 1 K < T < 7 K. For the range below 1 K, we fully expect
the linear VRH behaviour to continue, but due to saturation from self-heating, we
can merely approximate the expected resistivity by extrapolating the fitted curve
to temperatures below the temperature when saturation starts to take effect. As a
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result, the results below 0.3 K for our sample 28 are merely an estimate based on
this extrapolation, and should be reviewed once the self-heating at low temperatures
has been eliminated.
Figure 22: Calibration curves for the linear parts of the silicon sample 28 resistivity
measurements. The two linear data sets used for fitting are plotted in green and blue.
Data points not used for fits are plotted in black.
We can now use the fitted functions to calculate our logarithmic derivative
curves. The curve for silicon sample 28 has a discontinuity at 1 K, when we change
from one calibration curve to another at the kink. Additionally, as can be seen from
fig. 21, the fit for our RuO2 chip is rather unstable when going above 0.5 K, and the
logarithmic derivative will therefore also be unreliable at higher temperatures. From
the logarithmic derivative plot it can clearly be seen that across the entire range the
silicon chip is predicted to be more sensitive than any of the other sensors, except
for a short range between approximately 0.4 K and 1 K, where ruthenium sensors
are shown to be more sensitive.
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Figure 23: Logarithmic derivative plots from 0.05 K to 4.2 K for RuO2 and germanium
sensors, Aquadag bolometer and the silicon sample 28.
Albeit further measurements are needed to verify that this estimated sensitivity
level is indeed correct even at temperatures below 100 mK where the actual hydrogen
experiment will take place, these measurements have given a very good argument and
proof of concept for the usage of commercially available silicon as a cheap material
for high-quality low-temperature bolometers, and we see no obstacle in continuing
to develop these bolometers for use as spectroscopy and diagnostic sensors in our
hydrogen trap project.
3.6 Improving contacts for silicon chips
Throughout the experiments a problem when working with silicon samples has been
creating consistent and high quality electrical contacts. With the bonding wires
made of aluminium, the contact resistance usually varied between 150 and 800 ohms,
which indicates both high variance in the quality of contacts, and bad overall quality,
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as the contact resistance was quite large compared to the overall resistance of the
sample at room temperature. While this doesn’t prevent us from measuring the
resistivity curves as the four-point measurement is mostly unaffected by contact
resistance, the high contact resistance means we need to use a higher excitation
voltage, which might lead to excess heating at low temperatures and overall worse
measurement quality. As such, we will here discuss shortly the possibility of creating
better ohmic contacts for our samples.
When trying to create a contact between a metal and a semiconductor, a po-
tential barrier is formed, which is essentially responsible for the contact resistance
[45]. The properties of this barrier are heavily dependent on doping, and depending
on the height and width of the barrier different processes of carriers passing the
barrier may be allowed. Essentially, if the potential barrier is narrow enough to be
tunneling-transparent or non-existent, we will be able to form an ohmic contact [46].
The best way to achieve this is to have a very heavy doping concentration locally
at the contact.
In our case, we are working with phosphorus-doped silicon (Si:P), so we wish to
heavily dope a portion of the surface to form a good metallic contact. As phosphorus
is an n-type dopant, we will need to do this heavy doping via some other n-type
dopant, such as antimony [47]. As a matter of fact, antimony would be excellent for
this due to its low diffusivity, meaning we will not run into the problem of antimony
diffusing deep into the silicon and changing its resistivity properties on a large scale,
but rather the antimony will stick to the contact site. After this, we can add a
layer of another metal that aluminium would be easy to bond to, such as gold.
This is a known procedure, where gold-antimony is deposited onto a silicon surface,
followed by layers of NiCr and gold [47]. Other potential options include platinum
and chromium [48], and titanium [49].
It is also important to consider the method used to create the pad layer. The
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easiest methods to use would be sputtering or evaporation, due to relative simplicity
and availability of equipment at the University of Turku. Since our main options
are the beam evaporator and sputtering systems, we are limited in the available
materials. We can use the beam evaporator for making a layer out of gold, platinum
or aluminium, and sputtering can be used for at least titanium and chromium.
Antimony is slightly more difficult, as albeit it can be easily thermally evaporated,
it tends to contaminate any device used for this purpose. The preferable device
would be the beam evaporator, as it allows for heat treating and evaporation of
several different layers of different materials without exposing the sample to air in
between. At this point in time, we haven’t yet been able to create proper ohmic
contacts to silicon, but further experiments will be made following previous examples
[47–49], in order to build higher quality bolometers with proper contacts for wire
bonding.
Figure 24: Design of the mask used for creating pads for chips of different sizes. For
scale, the rectangular pads are 0.5 mm wide.
To actually make the pads, we will use photolithography to create a mask
(fig. 24) at the Aalto Micronova facilities. This mask will be used to etch the pads
into a silicon oxide layer on our wafers, so we can later on evaporate our pad material
into the etched holes. After making the pads, the wafer should be cut into smaller
chips for bolometers.
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3.7 Designing the final chip
For the final system we want a silicon chip with a small specific heat and a large
surface area for maximum signal. This chip should have pads set up for four-wire
measurement, and a substrate that it can be connected to with pads for wire bonding
and outside connections. For the connection of the silicon chip to the substrate, there
should be a very poor thermal contact of the substrate to the silicon chip, so we
can assume the chip to have a stable temperature, and that we can indeed measure
the entire energy of the incident, rather than that energy being conveyed out of the
chip. On the other hand, the substrate should be well connected to a cold sink so
it can cool down the chip after each event. The main thermal link between the chip
and the substrate would be the bonding wires.
The substrate can be milled from a regular circuitboard material, leaving stripes
for pads. One possible design is shown in fig. 25, with a cross-shaped holder for the
silicon chip and four gold stripes for wire pads. The chip should be glued with
Stycast, varnish or some other similar adhesive. As an alternative to gluing, the
cross piece in the middle could be removed, and the chip could instead be suspended
in the middle by thin wires. This would have the advantage that the helium film
can flow onto the chip only via these thin wires, leading to a lower maximum total
film flow, which makes it far easier to evaporate this film off the bolometer for
recombination measurements.
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Figure 25: AutoCAD drawing of one of the possible designs for the chips with a cross-
shaped holder for the Si sample (black) and four gold pads (yellow) for wire bonding
As we do not yet know exactly what kind of contacts we will be able to make
and how large our chips will be, the design is not yet final, albeit it is likely that
the design shown in fig. 25 will be quite close to the final design.
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4 Conclusions
From our measurements, we can report finding a proper material for building low-
temperature bolometers, sample 28 (see fig. 13), that can be predicted to have a
better sensitivity than previously used germanium and Aquadag chips by approxi-
mately a factor of two below 100 mK.
Additionally, we found that by adjusting the doping concentration, it is possible
to change the range of temperature where the optimal sensitivity range of a doped
silicon sample is. This finding can be used to create reliable and cheap thermometers
for a variety of different temperature ranges.
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A-1
A Resistivity of a trapezoid-shaped object and
error of rectangular approximation
It is well known, that for a general object, the resistance can be calculated as an
integral
∫
ρ
A
dL over the object along the path L of the current, with ρ being the
(possibly variable) resistivity and A being the cross-sectional area of the current
path.
L
w2w1
t
dV
x
Figure 26: Trapezoid-shaped block, where width of the sample changes linearly from w1
to w2 among the length L, while thickness t stays constant. Note differential volume dV
corresponding to a differential resistance dR.
The kind of trapezoidal shape as depicted by Fig 26 is a rather accurate rep-
resentation of the silicon chips used in PPMS measurements as depicted in section
3.2. For such an object we will set the current to move in the positive x-direction,
giving a cross-sectional area of A = t · w, with w = w1 + xL(w2 − w1). We can now
integrate over the entire chip (over L):
A-2
R =
∫ L
0
ρ
A
dx
=
∫ L
0
ρ
t · (w1 + xL(w2 − w1))
dx
=
ρ
t
∣∣∣∣∣
L
0
ln ((w2 − w1) ·
x
L
+ w1) ·
L
w2 − w1
= ρ · ln w2
w1
· L
t(w2 − w1)
∴ ρ = R · t(w2 − w1)
L · ln (w2/w1)
(3)
To estimate the error of the rectangular approximation, we can calculate a
formula for a rectangular object as the limit of the above formula when w2 ⇒ w1:
ρrect = lim
w2⇒w1
R · t(w2 − w1)
L · ln (w2/w1)
= lim
w2⇒w1
R · t(w2 − w1)
L · ln (1 + w2−w1
w1
)
= R · t
L
w2 − w1
w2−w1
w1
= R
t · w1
L
= R
A
L
Now we can calculate an estimate for the error of assuming a rectangular shape
for a sample by assuming for example that w2 = 1.2 · w1, and seeing how large of a
relative error ε the rectangular approximation (w2 ≈ w1) causes:
A-3
ε =
ρrect − ρ
ρ
=
RA
L
−R · t(w2−w1)
L·ln (w2/w1)
R · t(w2−w1)
L·ln (w2/w1)
=
w1 − 0.2·w1ln 1.2
0.2·w1
ln 1.2
=
1− 0.2
ln 1.2
0.2
ln 1.2
≈ −8.84%
So even for a sample that is quite strongly trapezoidal with 20% variation in
width we only get an error of less than 10% for our calculated resistivity. Therefore
unless the sample is visibly very badly cut, we can assume that our calculated
resistivity is definitely correct within a factor of two, which is more than accurate
enough for the purpose of measuring the VRH behaviour of our chips, since we’re
mostly interested in the rate of change in resistivity as function of temperature,
rather than the exact value of the resistivity.
